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we arrive at her ultimate decision with all its complexity. Tender yet
devastating, The Paper Palace considers the tensions between desire and dignity,
the legacies of abuse, and the crimes and misdemeanors of families.
Pseudoscience Allison B. Kaufman 2018-02-02 Case studies, personal accounts, and
analysis show how to recognize and combat pseudoscience in a post-truth world. In
a post-truth, fake news world, we are particularly susceptible to the claims of
pseudoscience. When emotions and opinions are more widely disseminated than
scientific findings, and self-proclaimed experts get their expertise from Google,
how can the average person distinguish real science from fake? This book examines
pseudoscience from a variety of perspectives, through case studies, analysis, and
personal accounts that show how to recognize pseudoscience, why it is so widely
accepted, and how to advocate for real science. Contributors examine the basics of
pseudoscience, including issues of cognitive bias; the costs of pseudoscience,
with accounts of naturopathy and logical fallacies in the anti-vaccination
movement; perceptions of scientific soundness; the mainstream presence of
“integrative medicine,” hypnosis, and parapsychology; and the use of case studies
and new media in science advocacy. Contributors David Ball, Paul Joseph Barnett,
Jeffrey Beall, Mark Benisz, Fernando Blanco, Ron Dumont, Stacy Ellenberg, Kevin M.
Folta, Christopher French, Ashwin Gautam, Dennis M. Gorman, David H. Gorski, David
K. Hecht, Britt Marie Hermes, Clyde F. Herreid, Jonathan Howard, Seth C.
Kalichman, Leif Edward Ottesen Kennair, Arnold Kozak, Scott O. Lilienfeld, Emilio
Lobato, Steven Lynn, Adam Marcus, Helena Matute, Ivan Oransky, Chad Orzel, Dorit
Reiss, Ellen Beate Hansen Sandseter, Kavin Senapathy, Dean Keith Simonton, Indre
Viskontas, John O. Willis, Corrine Zimmerman
100 Activities for Teaching Research Methods Catherine Dawson 2016-08-08 A
sourcebook of exercises, games, scenarios and role plays, this practical, userfriendly guide provides a complete and valuable resource for research methods
tutors, teachers and lecturers. Developed to complement and enhance existing
course materials, the 100 ready-to-use activities encourage innovative and
engaging classroom practice in seven areas: finding and using sources of
information planning a research project conducting research using and analyzing
data disseminating results acting ethically developing deeper research skills.
Each of the activities is divided into a section on tutor notes and student
handouts. Tutor notes contain clear guidance about the purpose, level and type of
activity, along with a range of discussion notes that signpost key issues and
research insights. Important terms, related activities and further reading
suggestions are also included. Not only does the A4 format make the student
handouts easy to photocopy, they are also available to download and print directly
from the book’s companion website for easy distribution in class.
Calliope Mark Pucci 2013-07-21 Calliope is a literary novel. In its simplest form,
it is the story of a man longing to become the young, idealistic person he once
was when the world seemed completely open to promise. It is the desire to reexperience life with all the naiveté and hope of romantic youth. In its
allegorical form, the story explores such themes as purpose, morality, social
convention, materialism and happiness.When the protagonist meets an orange-haired
girl, his life is forever altered. Her name is Calliope, and what occurs
throughout the rest of the novel is a wild, episodic fugue. The flight becomes a
frenetic interlacing through wilderness and civilization, this being an allusion
to Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Discourse on Inequality. The wilderness comes to
represent a path back to the primal self, while civilization is more dubious
representing both the potential for corruption, as well as the great heights of
artistic and rational endeavors. Yet while on the journey, the protagonist is
forced to look at life anew in part due to the somewhat unscrupulous efforts of
Calliope. Morality is examined through the eyes of Calliope, who is by all
intensive purposes Greek, which means pre-Christian. Her moral code is not
affected by the guilt of Christianity. Her nakedness throughout the novel in part
symbolizes a complete lack of shame. As for her beliefs, an understanding of
Friedrich Nietzsche's perspectivism best represents her values. This allows the
protagonist an opportunity to erase everything that he has learned. All custom,
all forms of etiquette, religious belief, habit and convention must be forgotten
in order to re-experience the world with the sense of wonderment he so eagerly
longs for. With no ties to the world, he embarks upon an epic voyage of silliness
and profound examination. Lured along by this electric, orange-haired muse, he
becomes convinced that she is either bent upon his supreme salvation or utter
damnation. What is so amazing about the entire journey is where they both end up—a
location which seems to be the last place the protagonist was in complete control
of his destiny. Therefore, a true chance to begin again is perhaps realized.
Nothing But the Truth So Help Me God A Band of Wives 2012-10-30
Crazy H. R. Stokes, III 2012-07-26 CRAZY A MEMOIR is a humorous, adventuresome
romp about weed smuggling in the seventies and eighties. The author chronicles his
early life in San Antonio and the influence of the growing drug culture during his
teen years. He then comically depicts his required military service as a " tiedyed hippie in army greens" and his determined attempts to stay out of Viet Nam.
Lost and unsure about life following the drug related deaths of most of his
friends, he later hitchhikes around Mexico and ends up attending college in
Cholula where he begins his career in weed smuggling. His entrepreneurial efforts
in this area are humorously described in great detail. The book captures a slice
of time, tying in political and cultural events with the author's concomitant
psychological development during the hippie movement as well as his evolving
career as a drug smuggler for the Cause.
OECD Reviews of School Resources Responsive School Systems Connecting Facilities,
Sectors and Programmes for Student Success OECD 2018-10-22 This report on
Responsive School Systems is the second in a series of thematic comparative
reports bringing together findings from the OECD’s School Resources Review.
Evolving educational objectives, changing student needs and demographic
developments require school systems.
Biodiversity in Environmental Assessment Roel Slootweg 2009-11-12 Human induced
development activities are introduced with insufficient attention to their
consequences for our living environment, even in cases where environmental
assessments have been carried out. This apparent lack of attention to biodiversity
in environmental assessment is rooted in the difficulties we have in adequately
addressing biodiversity within the scope, time frame and budget allocated for
assessments. This book provides a conceptual background and practical approaches
to overcome these difficulties. It integrates the objectives of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, its ecosystem approach, and the conceptual framework of the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment into a comprehensive approach to biodiversity in
environmental assessment. It highlights the need to consider the value of
biodiversity based on its use by each stakeholder, addresses the importance of
both social and economic development to reach the Millennium Development Goals,
and provides insights into ways to balance present and future needs.
Annual Review of Financial Economics Andrew W. Lo 2019-11-28
Uprising UK George Hill 2010-11-16 The Ogre faces not just the undead, but also
the demonic powers that control and drive them to feed on human flesh.
Hotlanta Anthony London 2015-05-26 The hum of the machines wasn't what Martice
wanted to hear right now but it was a sign that he was getting something done
around here. He had walked into the Print & Document Service Department of Max
Office Superstore to find mounds of work waiting for him, you'd think by now he
was used to it, but like all the other things you'd think he would be use to by
now he wasn't. Six months ago he had meet the guy he was sure was the one, while
it was a rocky start in the end or at least up till now things where still good.
Yea Dre still had his bad habits, but Martice know he was faithful even with all
the flirting... Read this compelling short story to find out where things lead
with Martice in "Hotlanta."
Hi, My NAMe Is Miles Heather Zeissler 2013-07-17 Younger brother Miles shares a

Heart of the Streets Chenae Glaze 2013-10-07 Corinne is running from the pain of
her past but she can't seem to run fast enough. Jabari thought he had it all but
even with everything, something is still missing. Follow Corinne and Jabari
through the streets of Atlanta as she offers him a loyalty he's never had and he
showers her in a love she never knew existed!
The Geography of You and Me Amy Bickers 2015-09-30 Magazine editor and single
mother Amy Bickers was finally putting her life together after a long divorce
when, on an August night in 2009, she witnessed the suicide of her ex-husband.In
2009, 36,909 suicides were reported in the United States. In the years since, that
number has increased. In 2013, the most recent year for which statistics are
available, there were 41,149 suicides reported in the U.S. Around the world, more
than 800,000 people will die by suicide this year. It is said that each suicide
intimately affects six friends and family members. A suicide every 13.7 minutes in
the U.S. is tragically multiplied by six: six people who are called
"survivors."The Geography of You and Me is a deeply personal and honest
exploration of what came next: grief, post-traumatic stress, and healing. It is a
journey filled with dark humor, rap songs by Ludacris, too much cursing, and a
perfectly healthy fixation on George Clooney. The Geography of You and Me is
ultimately a story of forgiveness and hope. Amy forgave her ex-husband almost
immediately. The struggle after his death was to forgive herself and to find a way
forward in an uncertain landscape.Every year, millions are faced with the
complexities of grief and guilt in the wake of unexpected violence and death. This
book is for anyone whose reality in the wake of tragedy has not matched up with
the books, movies and television shows that tell us how we're supposed to feel and
behave. This book is for anyone who is thrust by tragedy into a world they no
longer recognize. The Geography of You and Me is for anyone who no longer knows
where they stand when the world is turned upside down.
Son of Sedonia Ben Chaney 2012-12 Imagine growing up in the largest slum on the
planet in the year 2080AD. Twenty million people are your neighbors, huddled
together in an ocean of rusted dwellings made from whatever Sedonia City, the
towering metropolis in the distance, decides to throw away. Gang members, known as
the T99s, are the heads of your community: smuggling tech, trafficking drugs, and
fighting a constant guerilla war against the City's bio-augmented EXO police
force. There is little hope for survival. None for escape to a better life beyond
the half-mile high Border between city and slum. This is Matteo's world. A bright
kid, but sick and weak since childhood, he is painfully dependent on Jogun: loving
older brother, and hardened soldier for the T99s. When a luxury transport from
Sedonia's aerial traffic crash-lands in Rasalla, it threatens to change Matteo and
Jogun's fate forever. And all fates are connected. The Dwellers of Rasalla, bound
by family in the scrap, ashes, and dirt. The Citizens of Sedonia, oblivious to
danger in the buzzing twilight of the Neuro-Social Revolution. The EXOs, placing
themselves in harm's way to perform their duty to protect their homes and fellow
officers. And the Ruling Elite, whose long-buried secrets and desperate plans
could spell the end of civilization...or a new beginning. Son of Sedonia is an
action-filled science fiction epic with a soul and a clear message. Its characters
live, breathe, suffer, and love in their different worlds, each brought to the
brink as the Third-World collides with the First. Their future could well be ours.
Doing Developmental Research Tricia Striano 2016-01-05 Addressing practical issues
rarely covered in methods texts, this user-friendly, jargon-free book helps
students and beginning researchers plan infant and child development studies and
get them done. The author provides step-by-step guidance for getting involved in a
developmental laboratory and crafting effective research questions and proposals.
Tips on recruiting study participants cover access issues--such as how to overcome
language and cultural barriers--and include helpful sample scripts. The book
offers time management strategies, pointers for organizing and communicating data,
and a roadmap of the journal publication process, complete with an annotated
sample article. Numerous concrete examples, checklists, worksheets, and exercises
are featured. Reproducible forms can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 8
1/2" x 11" size. Pedagogical Features *Chapter subheadings written as questions to
help students quickly find the answers they need. *Key tips and checklists for
managing each phase of a study. *Exercises that build core research skills.
*Annotated sample journal article with commentary on the writing and publication
process.
Hybrid Workplace: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review Harvard
Business Review 2022-03-15 Reinvent your organization for the hybrid age. Hybrid
work is here to stay—but what will it look like at your company? Organizations
that mandate rigid, prepandemic policies of five days a week at the traditional,
co-located office may risk a mass exodus of talent. But designing a hybrid office
that furthers your business goals while staying true to your culture will require
experimentation and rigorous planning. Hybrid Workplace: The Insights You Need
from Harvard Business Review will help you adopt technological, cultural, and
management practices that will let you seize the benefits and avoid the pitfalls
of the hybrid age. Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get up
to speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your
company's future with the Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review series.
Featuring HBR's smartest thinking on fast-moving issues—blockchain, cybersecurity,
AI, and more—each book provides the foundational introduction and practical case
studies your organization needs to compete today and collects the best research,
interviews, and analysis to get it ready for tomorrow. You can't afford to ignore
how these issues will transform the landscape of business and society. The
Insights You Need series will help you grasp these critical ideas—and prepare you
and your company for the future.
Rich Johnson's Guide to Trailer Boat Sailing Rich Johnson 2009-08 trailerable
sailboat is the ideal way to explore the country ? wherever there is water. To
make the most of this exciting lifestyle, owners of trailerable sailboats need
three things ? an understanding of the boat and how to use it; knowledge about the
tow vehicle and trailer used to transport the boat; and a spirited sense of
adventure to live the dream. #13;#13; This book will help you get started.
#13;#13; #13;
Her Perfect Life Vicki Hinze 2006 It's been six years since U.S. Air Force pilot
Katie Slater was shot down over Iraq and taken prisoner. Now, Katie is back home-only it's not home anymore and her perfect life has become a total mystery.
Includes bonus features. Original.
The Paper Palace Miranda Cowley Heller 2021-07-06 REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK INSTANT
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE THE PAPER PALACE
IS: “Filled with secrets, love, lies and a summer beach house. What more could you
ask?”—Parade “A deeply emotional love story…the unraveling of secrets, lies and a
very complex love triangle.” —Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club July ’21 Pick)
"Nail-biting." —Town & Country “A magnificent page-turner.” —Cynthia D’Aprix
Sweeney, New York Times bestselling author “[An] irresistible placement of a
complicated family in a bewitching place.” —The New York Times A story of summer,
secrets, love, and lies: in the course of a singular day on Cape Cod, one woman
must make a life-changing decision that has been brewing for decades. “This house,
this place, knows all my secrets.” It is a perfect August morning, and Elle, a
fifty-year-old happily married mother of three, awakens at “The Paper Palace”—the
family summer place which she has visited every summer of her life. But this
morning is different: last night Elle and her oldest friend Jonas crept out the
back door into the darkness and had sex with each other for the first time, all
while their spouses chatted away inside. Now, over the next twenty-four hours,
Elle will have to decide between the life she has made with her genuinely beloved
husband, Peter, and the life she always imagined she would have had with her
childhood love, Jonas, if a tragic event hadn’t forever changed the course of
their lives. As Heller colors in the experiences that have led Elle to this day,
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special connection with Malcolm who has Childhood Apraxia of Speech. Through his
words, learn how their family integrates therapy into their daily routine. In
addition to providing awareness of this condition, this delightful story reveals
the intelligence of apraxic children.
Information Technology for Management. Ongoing Research and Development Ewa Ziemba
2018-02-27 This book constitutes extended selected papers from the 15th Conference
on Advanced Information Technologies for Management, AITM 2017, and the 12th
Conference on Information Systems Management, ISM 2017, held as part of the
Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems, FedCSIS, which
took place in Prague, Poland, in September 2017. The 13 papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 48 submissions. They were
organized in topical sections named: information technology and systems for
knowledge management; information technology and systems for business
transformation; and implementation and evaluation of information systems.
Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks Wendy Laura Belcher 2009-01-20 This
book provides you with all the tools you need to write an excellent academic
article and get it published.
Baby Teeth Dan Rabarts 2013
Kweller Prep SAT Grammar Douglas Kovel 2016-12-26 This book provides a
comprehensive review of the grammar skills needed for success on the redesigned
SAT. It is suitable for students who have not previously completed an extensive
study in grammar. This book includes: 1) A review of grammar fundamentals and
parts of speech. 2) An explanation of grammar rules covered on the new SAT. 3) An
overview of common ways in which certain errors are tested. 4) Drills designed to
help you identify and correct errors. 5) Answers and explanations to all practice
questions.
Literary Research and American Postmodernism Emily Witsell 2016-07-18 This book is
a guide to scholarly research in the field of American postmodern literature,
defined as the period between 1950 and 1990 and provide advanced undergraduate
students, graduate students, and scholars of literature with a comprehensive view
of the print and online resources available in literature and related subject
areas
Kaleidoscope Snowflakes Coloring Book Kristen N. Fox 2015-08-25 Choose a colored
pencil, pen, or marker and start coloring the kaleidoscope patterns of these
unique ice crystal snowflakes! These 25 original designs are detailed and somewhat
complex, drawn with fine lines, and each has its own unique look and feel. These
aren't your common white snowflakes - they want COLOR! Each design was hand-drawn
with a stylus and a drawing tablet, and was inspired by creative impulses and a
love of snowflakes and winter. Some designs are large, single snowflakes, others
are patterns or interesting groupings, and they are all printed one-sided.
Coloring is fun no matter what your age. It's also a wonderful way to relax and
release stress. You can color these snowflakes anytime - over the winter holidays,
or in the middle of summer when the weather is too hot!
The Bone Forge Max Ingram 2012-04-04 “...all that I am, all my weakness, it is my
crucible, my fire, my inferno, by which I am burned alive in glory.” - excerpt
from the poem 'Bone Forge' (pg 24).In this collection of poetry, the author
explores the concepts of death, transcendence and transformation. He plumbs the
depths of the human soul, laying bare his many faults and failings, exposing his
weaknesses with painful honesty, and seeking as ever to illustrate an important
chapter in the story of the human experience. Forty-two of his most powerful and
evocative works are collected here, brought to readers for the first time in a
beautiful volume with cover illustration provided by the talented fantasy artist
Ryan Wardlow.
Book Launch Formula Justin Ledford 2017-04-30 How To Write, Publish, & Market Your
First Non-Fiction Book Around Your Full Time Schedule Become an Authority,Build
Your Brand, & Create A Passive Income
Anemone Enemy Ed Claire Fitzpatrick 2017-07-25 The deep sea is an environment
completely unfriendly to mankind; it represents one of the least explored areas on
Earth. Pressures in the mesopelagic zone become too great for traditional
exploration methods, demanding alternative approaches for deep sea research. What
is beneath the depths of the sea? Featuring award-winning authors including
Deborah Sheldon, Liz Butcher, Gerry Huntman, and more!
Amidst the Stars Justin Brown 2016-08-03 Amidst The Stars is a honest read about
life, and life experiences. Poetic verses, quotes and words that were written to
touch the soul, and make one feel not so alone.
The 20 Minute Business Analyst Mark A. Monteleone 2013-03-25 Who has time to read
text books? As a busy business analysis consultant and instructor, my free time is
short and precious. That is why I like to read articles. They are brief and to the
point. I like quick reference cards for a similar reason – they offer immediate
help. I also like humor in the context of the subject. Laughter keeps me
interested and awake. If you're busy like me, this book is for you. It is a
collection of short business analysis articles, humorous but pertinent stories and
quick reference cards. • If you are a business analyst practitioner, these
articles will confirm best practices or provide you additional insight as to why
they are best practices; no matter how good you are at eliciting and documenting
requirements, you can always improve. • If you are a professor at an institution
of higher learning, these articles can serve as a source for discussion at both
the graduate and undergraduate level.
What Ever It Takes Mick Williams 2017-09-20 For the small town of Watkins Forge,
the worst thing to happen is a heavy snowfall. That is, until widower Cory Keller
visits for an annual hunting trip. When he witnesses a murder in the nearby
forest, no one believes him. With no corpse, and as the only witness, he is faced
with convincing the towns sceptical sheriff before the killer tracks him down to
silence him. As he develops a friendship with an attractive waitress, Keller
discovers that he is up against much more than a killer and he must not only save
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himself but the whole town. Mick Williams is the author of Amazon Top Ten title A
Reason To Grieve, and the page turning adventure A Guy Walks Into A Bar.
Handbook of EHealth Evaluation Francis Yin Yee Lau 2016-11 To order please visit
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/press/books/ordering/
Advances in Education and Management Mark Zhou 2011-07-22 This four-volume-set
(CCIS 208, 209, 210, 211) constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Symposium on Applied Economics, Business and Development, ISAEBD
2011, held in Dalian, China, in August 2011. The papers address issues related to
Applied Economics, Business and Development and cover various research areas
including Economics, Management, Education and its Applications.
Sea Glass Windows Richard Morgan 2016-05-03 Sea Glass Windows, Richard Morgan's
fifth book of poetry, is a collection of his words and his wife, Pat Morgan's
watercolors. The poems are accessible, sometimes humorous and often give insight
to the complexity of being human. Topics include love and conflict, Superman and
Santa, youth and old age.
Water Resources Management of the People’s Republic of China Dajun Shen 2020-11-21
This book explores water resources management issues in China and possible
solutions. It analyzes a wide range of general and specific topics, providing case
studies and a balanced review of the past and present situation as well as future
developments. The book begins with a general introduction and an overview of
hydrology, water resources, and development issues in China. It then presents a
management framework, including a management system, management institutions,
river basin management, water pricing, water rights, and groundwater management,
and discusses its implementation, covering water resources allocation and
regulation in the Yellow River, integrated water affair management reforms, and
agricultural water management in northern China. The last section focuses on the
current reforms and hot topics, with strong emphasis on stringent water resource
strategies applied to the river and lake principle system, recycled water use and
water resources asset management, as well as climate change impacts, and concludes
with a summary of the many changes in the water sector in China and a look at the
road ahead and the areas that still need to be reformed.
Poetry of a Mountain Man J. L. Hubbard 2012-12-29 A collection of poetry written
over a 30 year period in classic poetry style. Poetry was a kind of release, and a
way to express my feelings on matters in life. I sincerely hope something in this
little book of poetry touches you.
Slippin' Out of Darkness Bob Ruggiero 2017-10-11 The first biography of the
seminal music group WAR whose many hits include "Spill the Wine," "All Day Music,"
"Why Can't We Be Friends?" "Slippin' into Darkness," "The Cisco Kid," and - of
course - "Low Rider." They combined rock, funk, soul, R&B, jazz, and a strong
Latin vibe in their music, they have been awarded two Platinum and eight Gold
records in their career. Their album "The World is a Ghetto" was the bestselling
release of 1973 and was #444 on the list of "Rolling Stone's Top 500 Albums" list.
This unauthorized book follows the group from their early incarnations when Harold
Brown and Howard Scott met to form the Creators and then the Night Shift, to their
partnership with former Animals lead singer Eric Burdon, to a highly successful
career on their own with the core original lineup of Brown, Scott, Lee Oskar,
Lonnie Jordan, B.B. Dickerson, Papa Dee Allen, and Charles Miller. The story also
follows the band through their later, leaner years, the tragic deaths of two
members, and the conflicts that led to a fissure and a split of performing
entities that continues to this day. Featuring original interviews, archival
research, and musical analysis and commentary, "Slippin' Out of Darkness: The
Story of WAR" tells the tale of one of the most unique bands in the history of
Classic Rock-era music.
Once Again Gina Scott 2016-04-07 Savannah is a young woman set out to make a
difference in the world. But she plans to do it alone. With no family to connect
with and no man in her life, she is ready, willing and able to face the challenges
life has to offer. She is fearless, or so she thinks. She has planned her life out
carefully never realizing that the best plans are sometimes altered. This story is
about her journey as her life's plan changes its course.
Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy Garrard 2016-08-04 Health Sciences
Literature Review Made Easy: The Matrix Method, Fifth Edition describes the
practical and useful methods for reviewing scientific literature in the health
sciences. Please note that an access code to supplemental content such as Appendix
C: Data Visualization is not included with the eBook purchase. To access this
content please purchase an access code at
www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781284133943/.
The Purposed Bride Lindsay Tracy Hall 2013-03 Your wedding day is undoubtedly one
of the most magical experiences in your lifetime. Whether you have been dreaming
of it since you were a little girl or your wedding thoughts have just now begun,
planning with purpose will help to make your wedding experience unregrettable and
unforgettable. What God-given purposes do you have that shape your decision-making
process? What lurking, sinful purposes need to be confessed and addressed in order
to avoid stress and hurt? The Purposed Bride guides you in determining your
wedding goals and the motivations behind them. Once your wedding purposes are
identified, The Purposed Bride will lead you closer to finding God's will for your
wedding by providing Bible-based insight on aspects of wedding planning and by
encouraging you to pray through each decision. The Purposed Bride is a perfect
companion to your favorite practical wedding-planning guide. From managing your
wedding-season relationships and planning the event's particulars to preparing a
life with your fiance, The Purposed Bride offers a Scriptural principle, a Biblebased discussion, a practical activity, and a relevant prayer for each wedding
topic. Using personal anecdotes both from recent brides, The Purposed Bride
provides "snapshots" from real weddings to inspire you in what to do (Perfect
Pictures) and in what not to do (Problem Pictures). With the help of The Purposed
Bride, your wedding will be well on its way to being an intentional, fruitful
experience of worship designed in God's image and in your unique personality.
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